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Abstract: This work describes the opportunities and methods for precise formation of specific roughness patterns on external planar and 
cylindrical working surfaces of machine parts by using the capabilities of CAD / CAM systems: MathCAD and SprutCAM and related CNC 
machine tools. The input parameters of kinematic models and sequence of their automated transformation into NC code for processing are 
presented. Kinematic schemes for the formation of specific reliefs on machined surfaces are also presented. 
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1. Introduction 
In technological practice, there are many examples that show 

that the nature of the roughness of contact surfaces of various parts 
(see Figure 1.) obtained by the most common finish machining 
methods (e.g. grinding, lapping, polishing, etc.), do not always meet 
operational requirements for working conditions in the friction 
pairs, contact with fluids and/or different electromagnetic radiations 
[7,9]. 

In this context, there are various methods for finish machining 
[1,2,3,4,12], after which on the treated surface are formed specific 
reliefs of the type shown in Fig. 2 (a ÷ f). These methods include 
processes such as: drilling of blind holes with small depth (up to 
1 mm); vortex turning or milling grooves; centrifugal dynamic 
surface plastic deformation with hard rollers, chemical corrosion 
(etching) of discretely located concave; Turning radial or circular 
shape with complex and/or helical channels with small depth; 
deformation by profiled rollers, vibratory plastic surface 
deformation (VPSD), formation of channels or ditches using the 
spark machining processes and etc. 

Among referred methods, the method of processing VPSD is 
characterized by the best better combination of complex parameters 
of the quality of treated surfaces [1]. This method is based on 
plastic deformation (in cold state) of the surface layer of the 

workpiece by pressing the hard steel ball (for example ball of 
rolling-element bearing) with certain force that moves along 
complex trajectory regarding it. As a result, specific overlays of 
traces from the ball element and valleys are formed onto contact 
surfaces of parts, which size and form depend on the regime of 
processing by VPSD and are of the types shown in Fig. 2. These 
reliefs are characterized by the parameters of the profile of 
roughness asperities and operational characteristics, which radically 
differ from those obtained after conventional finishing methods.  

 For example, depending on the characteristics of the processed 
material (hardness) and process parameters of VPSD (force of 
pressure, speed of movement and diameter of the ball) roughness 
asperities with large radii of curvature, ranging from 800 to 
8000 μm (at maximum height of roughness asperities from 10 to 
35 μm), small angles of inclination of the roughness asperuty profile 
from 00 30' to 30, and large horizontal distance between the peaks 
(from 500 to 3500 μm), the conditions of contact interaction are 
significantly improved [1,7,9]. Moreover, this method increases the 
hardness of the surface layer, which improves resistance to wear of 
the parts.  

Along with the many operational advantages of this type of 
surface microgeometry [3,7,8,9], there are some technological 
limitations in the process of formation:  

a) Constructive embedded kinematics of manually controlled 
metalworking machines are usually insufficient for realization of 
complex trajectory of movement of the spherical indenter in VPSD, 
making it necessary to design and construct special equipment 
devices to provide the necessary additional (oscillating) movement 
of the tool. This leads to increase the time for preparation and raises 
the cost of the technological equipment of this method; 

b) Spindle rotation speed and work feed of manually controlled 
metalworking machines cannot be changed uninterruptedly, leading 
to restrictions in the achieved form and dimensions of the cells of 
formed relief; 

c) The lack of synchronization between main and feed 
movements of manually controlled metalworking machines and 
additional required devices often lead to distortion of the shape and 
no uniformity of the cells of the relief; 

d) To avoid unauthorized crossing the path of the instrument, 
and thus obtain heterogeneous relief, schemes for processing by 
VPSD on manually controlled metalworking machines usually 
require interruption of contact between the instrument and the 
machined surface [8]. This often leads to shock load of the 
technological system machine-device-instrument-workpiece and 
therefore leads to deterioration of the roughness parameters of the 
relief and to inhomogeneity of the resulting cells (by shape and 
dimensions); 

e) Relatively low speed feeding movements of manually 
controlled metalworking machines (20-50 mm per min) for these 
processes, combined with the need to break contact between the ball 
element and the surface of workpiece, substantially increases 
processing time and thus this method obtains low productivity for 
processing of larger parts. 

 

  
а) after finish turning b) after finish milling 

  
c) after grinding d) after polishing 

 
Fig.1: Motif profiles with typical forms of roughness occurring after 
application of traditional methods of finishing machining [5]. 

 
Fig.2: Types and typical motif profiles after VPSD [1]: a) a system of not 
tangent ditches b) a system of tangent ditches c) a system of intersecting 
ditches d) regular relief with hexagonal cells e) regular relief with 
rectangular cells; f) regular relief superimposable on each other’s ditches. 
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Due to these reasons, the regular reliefs obtained by the 
methods described above are still not widely used in modern 
machine-building manufacturing, and their implementation is most 
often limited to formation on surfaces of specific machine parts in 
terms of repair - restoration productions and/or in laboratory 
conditions. 

2. Modeling and processing of regular reliefs using 
modern CAD/CAM-based technologies.  

Peculiarities in the modeling of the regular reliefs 

The implementation of most methods and schemes for 
processing regular reliefs of the type shown in Fig. 2 (a ÷ f), is 
possible using appropriate CAD / CAM systems and CNC machines 
and the described above disadvantages and limitations can be 
minimized (some of them can be completely removed). 

Basically, this is due to high accuracy, stability, processing and 
feeding speeds of modern CNC machines and their ability to 
provide programmatically complex trajectories of movement of 
tools to the machined surface. The ability of modern CNC systems 
to manage the turrets of CNC machines synchronized on several 
axes, eliminates the necessity of special and expensive devices 
and/or additional oscillating movements to achieve the necessary 
kinematics of VPSD process and therefore can provide the regular 
surface microgeometry of all types shown in Fig. 2 (a ÷ f) with high 
accuracy and repeatability of the parameters of the shape of cells 
(traces) and their roughness.  

Model of obtaining cells of regular reliefs on plane and 
cylindrical surfaces 

 It is demonstrated on figures 2 (a ÷ f) that all five types of 
regular surface microgeometry are obtained by tangency, 
intersection or superimposition of traces of the ball element and 
regarding to the kinematics of classical schemes for realization of 
VPSD they represent a sine wave with certain parameters: step 
longitudinal direction and amplitude. Using this, it is possible to 
create models based on sinusoidal curves for modeling in advance 
of the geometrical parameters of the relief: intersection (overlay) on 
track in reliefs from 1st to 3rd type, the shape of cells and their size 
in those fourth and fifth type in the manner shown in Fig. 3 for 
planar and cylindrical surfaces. 

 In this paper, the model used to obtain regular reliefs in planar 
and cylindrical surfaces is based on a pair of odd periodic functions 
forming the curves with a shape close to sinusoidal and lying in two 

dimensional space of the type shown in table. 1, which are having 
phase shift of 1800. Mathematically, the model can be presented 
with the following functions of X, Y coordinates of sinusoidal 
curves points: 
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where: 
 L, [mm] is a length of the pair sinusoidal curves; 
 2а, [mm] – amplitude of the sine wave (which is used to set the 
width of regular relief cells); 
 Sy, [mm] – step of the sinusoidal curves (which sets the length 
of regular relief cells);  
 k=L/Sy – number of individual sine waves contained within the 
length of the curves; 
 i = 0..n – number of points from sinusoidal curves; 
 φ = 0..π – angle of the sinusoidal phase shift; 
 s (1,3,5…) – exponent affecting the form of a sine wave; 
 

Table 1 represents resulting curves form setting specific 
numerical values of the parameters (k = 5, a = 1, i = 300, φ = 1800) 
to the model (1) and altering the exponent s = 1, 3, 5. As seen from 
the table curves have a sinusoidal form with s = 1, curves are 
approximately of sinusoidal shape with s = 3, but at s = 5 the curves 
are of even sharper form and shorter basis.  

Because in regular-reliefs one of the important conditions is to 
obtain cells with a high degree of homogeneity, the shape of curves 
will have a significant impact on this parameter. For the purpose of 
comparison, the degree of inhomogeneity of dimensions of the cells 
from regular deformations obtained at different values of the 
exponents in model (1) the areas of curved shapes ΣA and B are 
calculated, as shown in Table. 1. For their determination the 
following formulas are used: 
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Using in (2) and (3) values for the exponent s and integrating in 
the range from 0 to π, we obtain the following results for the areas: 

 
- for s=1: B= 2.a , ΣA=a.(π - 2); 
- for s=3: B= (4.a)/3 , ΣA=a.(3.π - 4)/3; 
- for s=5: B= (16.a)/15, ΣA=a.(15.π - 16)/15; 

Setting a = 1 in the above equations and defining the division 
B/ΣA in percentages we obtain the values in Table 1 for the 
differences between areas ΣA and B. It appears that if the model 
uses sinusoidal curves (s = 1), the obtained cells of the relief have a 
difference in size of 75.2% at s = 3 this difference is 26.3% and at s 
= 5 it is 48.6%. Therefore, the best uniformity of the relief is 
obtained with the value s = 3 in model (1) where the difference 
between the areas ΣA and B is the smallest. 

a)  

b) 

L

Y

X

Z D

Trajectory of movement of 
the tool

α

Sy

 
Fig.3: Modeling of the tool trajectory of ball for obtaining regular reliefs: 
a) planar surfaces, c) cylindrical surfaces. 

Table 1: Type of curves obtained from model (1) at three values of the 
exponent s. 

Values of the 
exponent s Shape of curves and size of areas 

Difference in 
areas 

ΣA and B 

S = 1 

 

75.19% 
(B > ΣA) 

S = 3 

 

26.26% 
(ΣA > B) 

S = 5 

 

48.59% 
(ΣA > B) 
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Sequence of programming the processing of regular reliefs of 
CNC machines. 

In the existing systems for program control of CNC machines 
and in the most extensive CAM systems, there are no appropriate 
cycles (operations) integrated that could be used directly to program 
the relatively complex motion path of the instrument and the 
appropriate overlay traces of processing, needed to receive regular 
reliefs. Through them however, it is possible to program contour 
and volume and milling processes with the possibility of modeling 
the path of the instrument of pre-defined two- and / or three-
dimensional curves [6]. Furthermore, CAM systems offer 
possibilities for the user to define (via mathematical functions) or 
import (from external CAD applications) relatively complex plane 
or space curves that can be used as a trajectory of movement of the 
instrument. Once defined, these trajectories are transformed into 
movements of the turrets of CNC machines, using a generated by 
the CAM system numeric control program (NC file) for it. 

Therefore, based on these capabilities, the task of programming 
the path of the instrument (e.g. ball) for processing of regular reliefs 
using CAD / CAM systems and CNC machines is reduced to the 
following five steps (see Fig. 4): 

1.  Preparation of a mathematical model of cell relief in a 
suitable computer software application (such as Mathcad, Math 
LAB, etc.) which is used for pre-modeling of the form and 
dimensions of the ditch (or cells) of the relief to be achieved from 
processing; 

2.  Transforming the model to the path of the tool in a suitable 
planar or spatial curve (s);  

3. Determination of coordinates of a sufficient number of points 
of the curve(s) and exportation of data into a "recognizable" format 
for the CAM system (e.g. IGS. STEP, PRN, etc.); 

4. Importation of the data file with coordinates of points of the 
curve in an appropriate CAM system and programming the path of 
the tool; 

5. Setting characteristics of the tool parameters and regime of 
the operation for processing in the CAM system and generation of 
program control (CNC file) for the CNC machine to be used for 
processing. 

To model the path of the tool and generate curve (s) of the 
overlay track and to encode the coordinates of the points of the 
curve it is appropriate to use CAD products such as Mathcad (PTC) 
or Math LAB (Math Works), in terms of their relatively simple user 
interface [10]. It contains powerful computing mathematical and 
logical algorithms that make possible wide variation of the 
parameters of the model. Using a CAD system is necessary in cases 
where the CAM system has no built-in programming tools for the 
complex two- or three-dimensional geometric primitives. 

To program the processing of regular reliefs in this paper the 
CAM system SprutCAM (SPRUT Technology, Inc.) [11] was used, 
because it has capabilities to import the coordinates of the curves 
and use them as a basis for defining the path of the instrument. It is 
possible to use another CAM systems with similar capabilities. 

3. Conclusions 
The proposed scheme and a model for determining the 

parameters of regular reliefs formed on planar and cylindrical 
surfaces, using Mathcad, and setting programming and processing 
them through SprutCAM for obtaining NC program for various 
CNC machines, has the following major advantages: 

1. The scheme can be realized directly on the existing 3D, 4D or 
5D coordinate CNC machines, without using supplementary special 
equipment in addition to the standard equipment of these machines; 

2. Regime parameters of operations are defined using CAM 
systems having standardized modules for programming 2D contour 

File with data for coordinates X, Y of the points

5. Setting the regime parameters of the operation for 
processing of the relief in CAM.

4. Programming the path of the tool in CAM system, 
depending on the type of surface of the workpiece.

File with NC code for CNC machine

1. Mathematical model of the path of the machining tools

2. Geometrical curve of the path of machining tools

3. Determination of points from the curve which are the 
trajectory of movement of the tool

Input data:
L, H, D, Sy, Sx, k, a, i...

 
 

Fig.4: Sequence for programming of the processing of the regular reliefs 
on CNC machines. 
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milling and did not require development of additional module 
operations to provide synchronization of the movements necessary 
for CNC system; 

3. The accuracy of path of the tool is determined by the ability 
of CNC system for linear and angular positioning of the carriage 
and rotary tables (which generally have increments of about one 
thousandth of a millimeter or degree) and is at least an order higher 
than that of universal machine tools. As a consequence, uniformity 
of shape and dimensions of the resulting trenches or cells of relief 
will depend on the characteristics of the model rather than accuracy 
and stability of the machine; 

4. The time required for modeling the needed curves and 
calculating the coordinates of their points through the model (1) in 
Mathcad, their programming in the path of the deflected tool using 
SprutCAM generation and transfer of NC programs for CNC 
machine is within a few minutes, which significantly reduces the 
time for technological preparation of processing; 

5. Management capabilities of different parameters involved in 
the model are broader in comparison to the existing schemes for the 
formation of regular reliefs, allowing more precise control of shape 
and dimensions of cells-forming reliefs; 

6. Operations for the formation of regular reliefs on flat or 
cylindrical surfaces of the details of the proposed model can be 
added directly to other machine cutting operations for forming the 
parts in the technological process, which increases the concentration 
of operations and allows implementation of this technology in 
medium- and large-scale production systems. 

7. Even though the regular reliefs are associated mainly with the 
process VPSD, they can be obtained using the proposed scheme and 
model through other types of processes - e.g. milling, engraving, 
spark machining processes and others methods for processing 
system of intersecting ditches, forming a cells, etc. 
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